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How To Guide 

RIB Altair 150cm Glidemotion 

Lwb/Swb. 

Glidemotion Seat and rail check. 

Once you receive your seat and rail system the first thing to check that the design locks off and 

works correctly. The seat and rails have been pre-checked before we dispatch to ensure they pair up 

correctly, but a second check is worthwhile before installation commences. 

Firstly the rails should be set on flat ground and laid parallel. Now slide the sledge 

frame into the rail housing. The rails are handed left and right with the large holes in 

the rails on the outer edge of each rail. (Fig1). For orientation; the index plungers are at 

the front of the frame, and the front of the rails can have a 6mm threaded hole 20mm 

from the end. 
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Care should be taken when the seat is slid into the rails, the front v-shape bearings should slide and 

lock into the aluminum sides of the rails (Fig.2) make sure that the frame is then pushed forward 

squarely. The back set of bearings should then also slide into place (Fig.3) thus taking the weight of 

the frame and allowing the smooth gliding of the frame within the rails. 
 

 
The front lock offs (Fig 4) should now be disengaged from their resting position and the frame slid 

forward until both plungers firmly lock off in place. Lift the seat back onto the frame and make sure 

it drops in flat onto the frame. 

Once the plungers are in place the back lock off handles should be depressed and turned to tighten 

down the seat onto the rails, (Fig 5) continue to turn the handle until the seat locks down (Do not 

over tighten, only a light lock is required) 
 

Undo the lock off handles and front lock off plungers to free the seat to slide forward or back, repeat 

the lock off process for the other seat positions on the rail to check for correct alignment. Once all 

the lock off points have been checked remove the seat from the lower frame and set the seat to one 

side. 



Fig 6 

Setting the rail position in the van. 

With no Ply floor present and with the lower frame locked off in the middle of the rails, lift the frame 

and rails into the van. The left side of the rail should be approximately 60mm off the side of the 

wheel arch. Drawer around the rails onto the metal flooring with a black marker pen to indicate 

where the rails will approximately sit in the van. 

Lift the frame and rails out of the van. 

N.B. As part of the rail fitment it will be necessary to drop the fuel tank, this is much easier to do if 

the tank is close to empty. It will be best to plan your fitment around your journeys so that you have 

only a small amount of fuel in the tank otherwise the tank is very heavy and will require support. 

N.B.We recommend that dropping the fuel tank at this stage in the fitment is advisable to avoid any 

accidental damage. See (Fig 24-26 for more information on this) 

 
 

Floor Preparation. 

In the areas underneath the rail positions previously marked use the provided 6mm MDF stripes to 

fill in the floor undulation to provide support along the rail’s entire length. (Fig.6) 
 

 
This will ensure the rails remain flat and won’t twist when fixed in place. The stripes can be glued 

with a flexible polyurethane glue such as Sikaflex 221. Make sure that when glued in the stripes 

don’t protrude above the highest point of the ribbed metal floor. 

5mm of foam floor insulation is required to achieve the correct depth for the rails. (This can be 

purchased separately from us). 
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It will be best to glue the foam insulation in place with spray glue (Fig.7). Once in place cut a floor 

shape out of 18mm plywood. We recommend using an oversized 1500mm x 3000mm board allowing 

the floor to be made of one piece. A standard 1200mm x 240mm board can also be used but this 

would require a joint along the length on a swb and a second joint across the back on a lwb van. 
 

 
Lay the floor in place on top of the insulation ensuring a snug fit and then lift the frame and rails into 

the van (Fig.8). 
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55mm 

Lock the frame onto the rails in it’s rear most position. Position the rails in the correct position as 

below; 

(Fig.9) Swb 160mm from the end of rail to the end of the metal that holds exterior trim.) 

Fig. 9b) Lwb 320mm from the end of rail to the end of the metal that holds exterior trim.) 

The outside edge of the rail should be 55mm from the wheel arch. (Fig 11) 

Temporarily screw the rails onto the floor with wood screws and a washer through the rear most 

hole in the rail; 
 

 

 
Now slide the frame to the front and lock off in the 

most forward position, ensure the rails are parallel to 

the wheel arch and running straight down the van. 

(Fig. 12) Once you are happy with the position 

temporarily screw the front end of the rails down with 

short wood screws & a washer through the front most 

hole in the rail. Now draw accurately around front half 

of the rails footpint. Unlock the sledge and move it to 

the back of the van. Lock off the rails and draw around 

the rails footpint to mark their position. 

Fig 12 
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Take out the floor and carefully cut the tramlines of the rails out of the floor – cut to the outside 

edge of the pencil line to allow approximately 2mm clearance so that the rails do not bind on the ply 

floor when dropped in place 

Reposition the floor into the van (Fig.13) Cut the foam from inside the rail tracks so that the rails 

make contact with the metal floor below.(Fig. 14) 
 

 
Locate the rails and frame into the cut floor. Test fit the frame and rails to make sure the frame 

slides freely up and down the rails. (Fig 15) 
 

N.B. It is really important that the ply floor is flat once it is positioned in the van, check to ensure it is 

flat with a long edge of board. If the ply has a bulge in it when it is positioned in the van it wall stop 

the seat sliding smoothly. 
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Laying top covering on to the Ply Floor. 

It is easiest to glue the Altro non slip flooring onto the ply out side of the vehicle. However, the floor 

covering could alternatively be fitted inside the van and trimmed back if preferred. 

If you plan to lay the floor outside of the van then remove the ply floor and place on a flat surface. 

Lay the floor covering over the plywood base and fold in half. (Fig.16 & 17) Spray half of the plywood 

and half of the floor covering (Using high temperate tolerant spray adhesive) and wait a few minutes 

until the glue is touch dry. Then with a push board, ease the floor covering down onto the ply slowly 

and press on with the push board as you go to avoid air bubbles. (Fig.18) By laying the floor this way 

you will find it easier to make sure any markings or pattern on the floor runs parallel to your rails. 
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Once the vinyl is fully laid go over the surface again pushing firmly down to ensure a good adhesion 

of the surfaces. 

Before lifting into the van the excess vinyl can be trimmed around the board edge while maintaining 

an overlap 100mm. The inner rail tramlines should also be cut back carefully to the edge of the 

board. 

We recommend that a curved or hooked Stanley knife blade is used when cutting the flooring so 

that you don’t cut the lining carpet when cutting through the floor. The flooring is very abrasive so 

change blades regularly. Carefully cut the vinyl back into the corner angle where floor and side wall 

meet. (Fig 19) 
 

 

 
Although normal vinyl (Fig. 18) can be used for the flooring we recommend a high wearing non slip 

Vinyl like Altro Walkway (We sell this by the meter). (Fig. 20 & 21) 
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Fitting the Rails, Frame and Seat 

Locate the rails and frame into the floor on top of the laid floor. Lock off the frame onto the rails 

towards the back of the van and carefully drill the rear most countersunk hole in both left and right 

rail, drill through the metal floor of the van using a 10mm drill bit. (Fig.22) 

Once the holes are drilled push in a countersunk M10 bolt to each rail to lock it’s position in the van 

floor. 

 

 
Now unlock the seat/frame and slide to the front of the rails, lock off the frame toward the front in a 

position that still exposes the most forward countersunk hole in the rails. Once the seat is locked off 

on the rails carefully drill through the most forward countersunk hole (Be careful not to drill too far 

and damage the fuel tank) with a 10mm drill bit. (Fig. 23) Now push a M10 countersunk bolt into the 

hole on each rail. N.B the fuel tank must be dropped before these holes ae drilled 
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With these 4 holes drilled and located check the frame slides smoothly up and down the van, if it 

does not then it may be that the rail is binding on the side of the ply floor. In which case the rails and 

frame will need to be removed and the ply cut back slightly in the area where it is binding. Once 

you’re happy the seat locks off as required along its’s length, fit the spreader plates underneath the 

van and tighten up the supplied nylock nuts lightly. (At this point you may wish to lift the seat in 

place and check that the seat slides without fouling any furniture planned) 

Check again that the seat locks off in the required positions. 

N.B. It is very important that the rails are aligned front to back. The front lock off points should lock 

off at exactly the same time as the frame is slowly pushed forward. If one side locks off before the 

other we recommend that the driver side bolt holes are enlarged to allow for the slight adjustment 

necessary. 

Before the remaining holes are drilled in the floor it is necessary to drop the fuel tank. (Fig.24) 

The fuel inlet feeder tube will also need to be undone and loosen allowing the tank to drop. (Fig.25) 

The exhaust and heat shield will also need to be dropped to gain access to the van floor above. 

(Fig.26) 
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Once the fuel tank has been dropped and is out of the way the remaining holes can be drilled, move 

the frame along the rails so that it acts as a spacer for the rail positions (Fig.27). Lock off the frame at 

each point and drill the exposed holes in front and behind the seat to ensure the bolt holes are in 

the correct place. 
 

 
Once all the holes are drilled remove the frame and rails from the floor. The 10mm drilled holes will 

now need to be opened up with a 13mm drill bit. 

N.B. On the front Passenger side you will need to drill through the chassis beam that 

is underneath the floor, make sure that the drill is vertical when this is done to ensure 

the holes line up. The holes through this beam will also need to be opened up to 

13mm. You may require an extra long 10mm and 13mm drill bit to drill through the 

lower chassis beam. 

With all the holes drilled the rails and frame can be reinstated and the countersunk bolts can be 

fitted and lightly tightened along the length of the rails, again use the frame as a spacer (Lock off in 

each position) to ensure the rails remain parallel and do not bind. The larger 100mm square (Fig. 

28) spreader plates are used in locations where the bolts do not pass through a beam. 

 
When the bolts do pass through a beam such as on the passenger front side then the 30mm penny 

washers are used. 

When all the bolts are lightly tightened test the frame moves freely and locks off on all positions. 

The seat can now be lifted into the van and dropped on to the frame. (Fig. 29) The nuts are then 

tightened onto the seat frame to secure the seat in place. (Do not over tighten the nuts). We 

recommend that the front and rear cushions are left off when fitting the seat to the frame, this cuts 

down on weight and makes the alignment easier. Once the seat is bolted in place then add the front 

and rear cushions following the manufactures’ instructions. (It is important you follow the 

instructions of fitting the seat cushion. Misalignment at this point will not be covered by RIB 

Scopema warranty) 
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A final check is then made to ensure all the front and rear lock off points are working 

correctly. The nuts underneath the floor can now be tightened a little more. Do not 

over tighten as this may distort the track alignment and cause problems with the seat 

sliding freely. We recommend a torque setting of 15Nm. Once the seat operation has 

been checked the fuel tank and exhaust can be reinstated. You may find that the front 

passenger bolts passing through the chassis beam require cutting down to be flush 

with the nut before the fuel tank is pushed back into position. 

 

The end caps can now be added behind and in front of the rails to cover any gap at the end of the 

rail in the ply floor. (Fig.30) 
 

The sliding movement of the seat on the rails can further be improved with spraying the inside of the 

rails with a suitable silicone lubricant spray. 

Fig 29 


